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Why Do We Pick Bugs? Find Out at the Blue Thumb Blog 

Bug Picking Season Comes to an End 

As things slow down in December, our time for fall bug picking comes to an end. Kim held a bug picking session in 

Norman (far left photo) with some of our most active volunteers. Candice has been very busy with these events 

over the past few weeks, including four full days of bug picking in Tulsa as well as bug pickings in Hogden (far 

right), Kinta (center), and Hugo. 

The past two months’ reports featured some of our fall bug picking/QA sessions  (with more this month!). As our 

volunteers pick through bug trays like the one pictured above, they find it to be a fascinating and unique 

activity, asking many questions along the way. Some of the questions they ask include: Why do we pick the 

bugs? What do the bugs tell us? Where do the bugs go after they are picked? In the most recent post on the 

Blue Thumb Blog, some of these questions are answered by the Water Quality Division’s Monitoring Specialist 

Nathan Cater. Nathan will soon become our in-house certified bug taxonomist, able to identify all the bug 

samples we collect. Check out his blog post at http://www.bluethumbok.com/the-blue-thumb-blog to read his 

story and find out more about his work with bugs and what it means for water quality across the state.  

Project WET 

In Howe, Candice held her final Project  WET (Water 

Education for Teachers) workshop of 2017. These 

workshops help teachers learn how to incorporate water 

education into their classrooms, across many subjects and 

age groups. This year, 90 educators attended WET 

workshops led by Candice and other facilitators. 



Wrapping Up Fall 

Quality Assurance  
Along with bug picking sessions, we have also been coming to the 

end of our fall QA sessions. This time around, volunteers were asked 

to complete a chloride test and a nitrate test, as well as answer a 

few short questions. These are important methods we use to ensure 

volunteers are following procedures correctly and their data is 

accurate and reliable. Rob was recently in Beaver County, where 

both of our volunteer groups were unable to collect bug samples 

this summer. We still make every effort to have QA sessions, even if 

there are no bugs to pick.  Two of our young volunteers at Kiowa 

Creek are pictured here, conducting a chloride test.  

Education, Education, Education 

In Howe, Candice visited a creek with students in a 

range of age groups, where they learned about water 

quality monitoring, including filling a sample water 

bottle, pictured above, and discovered the bugs and 

fish that live in their local creek.  

While Candice was in Tulsa, Camp Loughridge hosted 

local students like the fifth graders above and used 

educational tools borrowed from Blue Thumb to teach 

them all about watersheds, pollution, the water cycle 

and other topics.  

Career Day in Wyandotte 

Candice was in Wyandotte recently, attending a career day for Middle and High 

School students. This is a great way for Blue Thumb to reach young people who will 

soon be deciding what they might want to do for their future education and 

careers. Candice spoke to them about careers in science and what it means to 

volunteer or work for Blue Thumb.  


